Homework Assignment Sheet
September 8-11, 2015
Please keep this paper in your homework folder.

*Be sure your child has read the “Book in the Bag.” Put it back in the homework folder each day after you sign so we can put in a new book.

Roses Are Red
Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
Sugar is sweet,
And so are you!

Focus of the Week:
Letters  Kk, Ll, Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp
Numbers  0 1 2 3 4 5
Math     Sort items in categories and count in vertical columns and horizontal rows
Shape    square
Color    blue
Rhyme    Roses Are Red
*Practice saying this rhyme each night.

Tuesday Night Homework:
1. Draw a picture of something that begins with K and something that begins with L. Write a word under each picture to name it.
2. Complete the math worksheet in your folder.

Wednesday Night Homework:
1. Draw a picture of something that begins with M and something that begins with N. Write a word under each picture to name it.
2. Complete the math worksheet in your folder.

Thursday Night Homework:
1. Draw a picture of something that begins with O and something that begins with P. Write a word under each picture to name it.
2. Draw or trace 3 squares. Color them blue.

Practice naming these shapes:  
![circle]  ![square]